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Create and edit recipes and store them in a database. Add ingredients to a recipe and associate them
with the recipe. Place ingredients into a shopping list. Prepare recipes by assigning ingredients and
their quantities to a work list. Evaluate recipes by selecting ingredients and their quantities and
adjust the rating. Collapse a recipe into an ingredient list. Print recipes, such as the ingredient list or
the work list. Read recipes from external sources, such as the Internet or a text file. The application
is pre-installed on the following platforms: PC-XP Vista-7 Vista-8 Server 2008-R2 The application
also supports Windows CE. Program Details: Summary: Detailed: Create and edit recipes in
Portable Cookbook Add ingredients to a recipe Place ingredients into a shopping list Prepare
recipes Evaluate recipes Collapse a recipe into an ingredient list Print recipes, such as the ingredient
list or the work list Read recipes from external sources, such as the Internet or a text file System
Requirements: System Requirements: Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2000 RAM: 128 MB Working
Memory: 2 GB Installed Disk Space: 100 MB The program requires a moderate amount of CPU
and system memory, is pretty responsive to commands and includes a help file. No error dialogs
have been displayed throughout our evaluation and Portable Cookbook did not freeze or crash.
Thanks to its intuitive layout and overall simplicity, first-time users can quickly get acquainted with
Portable Cookbook's features. Portable Cookbook has a smart and intuitive interface, so you can
create your own recipes in a flash. The utility's search tool makes it easy to find recipes by name,
difficulty, source or cuisine. The 'Shopping List' feature allows you to input as many ingredients as
you wish, in a simple manner and to associate them with a recipe. The 'Lists' option is really useful,
as it allows you to prepare recipes according to the levels of difficulty, preparing time, cooking time
or ratings. The 'Ingredients' screen is a good choice when it comes to modifying recipes. You can
copy, move or delete ingredients. The 'Work List' feature is also convenient, as you can add
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This application allows you to create and edit recipes, which can be saved on your computer. The
program requires a moderate amount of CPU and system memory. The application is responsive to
commands and includes a help file. No error dialogs have been displayed throughout our evaluation
and Portable Cookbook did not freeze or crash. USES EXAMPLE RECIPES: RECIPE WINE
AND ROAST DUCK RECIPE WINE AND ROAST DUCK Ingredients: 1 Bottle Sparkling Wine 2
fresh Rosemary sprigs 3 fresh thyme sprigs 1 cup of peppercorns 1 bottle Champagne 1 bottle
Beaujolais wine 1 Bottle Ruby Red Wine 1 Bottle Rouge Wine 2 fresh sage sprigs The Duck 1
Roast Duck (about 1.5 kg, 2.3 lbs) 1 Bottle Sauvignon Blanc wine 1 Bottle Cabernet Sauvignon wine
1 Bottle Malbec wine The Wine This recipe is for 4 to 6 people. Preparation time: 10 to 15 minutes
Cooking time: 25 to 35 minutes Preparation instructions: Put all ingredients in a roasting pan. Pour
in 3 cups of boiling water, cover the pan and let the duck cook in the oven for 10 to 15 minutes.
Baste the duck with the pan juices. After 10 to 15 minutes, place the roast duck on a warm platter
and cover with foil. Then, remove the pan and put it on the stove on high heat. Using a basting
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brush, pour the white wine over the roasting pan, deglaze it by scraping the bottom of the pan with a
wooden spoon. Let the pan boil for 30 seconds, then pour in 2/3 cup of cold water. The time has
passed. Increase the heat to medium and cook the pan for an additional 5 to 10 minutes. Then,
remove the duck and set it aside. Set the roasting pan on low heat and continue to cook for 5 to 10
minutes, until the juices in the pan come to a boil. Using a spoon, skim off the fat and impurities.
Put the duck on a warm platter. Turn the heat to high and pour in the red wine. Cook for 5 to 10
minutes, until the sauce thickens. Serve the duck with the pan sauce. RECIPE RECIPE Ingredients:
1 cup of 1d6a3396d6
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Portable Cookbook 

With Portable Cookbook, creating and tracking delicious recipes is easier than ever! This unique
and easy-to-use application has been designed to provide a solution to the needs of serious cooks
and beginners. You can create your own recipes from scratch or import them from other programs
like Google Sheets, Excel or PDF files. The interface is user-friendly and simple to navigate. You
can create a new recipe by specifying its name, ingredients, preparation process, picture, level of
difficulty, number of servings, preparation and cooking time, rating, source and annotations. You
can also add, delete and rearrange the recipe entries. Moreover, you can edit the predefined recipes
which include appetizers, drinks and main dishes. The application also has several predefined recipe
presets which include popular dishes, of course, as well as beverages, desserts, pastries and soups.
You can, however, change them or create as many as you want. To complement its intuitive
interface, Portable Cookbook includes an effective recipe search function which allows you to filter
recipes by level of difficulty, preparation time, number of servings, or ingredients. It also includes a
complex search function which allows you to sort recipes by category, ingredients, preparation
process or time. In addition, Portable Cookbook allows you to print the selected recipes. If you
want, you can also share the selected recipes with your friends and family. Thanks to its portable
nature, Portable Cookbook does not use or create any Registry entries, does not install any files on
the hard drive and can be run directly on any Windows computer. This means that you don't have to
leave anything behind if you decide to uninstall the tool. The interface of the application is
uncomplicated and easy to navigate. You can create a new recipe by specifying its name,
ingredients, preparation process, picture, level of difficulty, number of servings, preparation and
cooking time, rating, source and annotations. The program also includes several predefined recipe
presets which include appetizers, beverages, desserts, pastries and soups. These can be edited and/or
deleted to create your own collection of recipes. In addition, you can import and export data, use a
complex search function (e.g. filter by difficulty, preparation time), print the selected recipes, and
edit menus. From the 'Options' screen, you can make the app save the window position on exit,
adjust the font size and change the interface language, just to name a few. The program requires a
moderate amount

What's New in the Portable Cookbook?

Portable Cookbook is a handy tool that allows cooks to keep track of their recipes in a user-friendly
environment. With this application, you can easily follow your favorite dishes, and save the
information about ingredients, cooking process, ingredients quantities, recipes ratings and personal
comments in a compact format. The software allows you to add as many recipes as you want,
organize them by difficulty, preparation time, source, number of servings, level of difficulty and
annotation, and print all entries of the recipe list by recipe name. The interface is intuitive and
simple, offering you a large selection of controls. You can edit the existing recipes, add new ones or
import/export data from other sources. Another interesting feature is the support for extensive
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search options (e.g. filter by difficulty, preparation time, ingredients, recipe name). Unlike the
typical recipe book, Portable Cookbook does not save all your recipes in the Windows Registry.
This feature ensures that you can easily remove this tool from your computer without leaving any
unwanted items behind. Moreover, the program does not display error messages or stop working
upon startup. Overall, Portable Cookbook is a robust application that is very well optimized for
Windows and can be operated from a USB flash drive. 2014-05-09 17:47 2014-05-09 18:51
Portable Cookbook is a software application which allows cooks to keep track of their recipes in a
user-friendly environment. It can be easily handled. Since this is a portable product, installing
Cookbook is not necessary. It means that you can store the tool on an external device (like a USB
flash drive), and directly run its executable file on any computer. In this way, you can carry Portable
Cookbook with you whenever you’re on the move. More importantly, no leftover items are left
behind in the Windows Registry or on the hard drive, after deleting the tool from the computer. The
interface of the utility is uncomplicated and easy to navigate; you can create a new recipe by
specifying its name, ingredients, preparation process, picture, level of difficulty, number of
servings, preparation and cooking time, rating, source and annotations. There are several predefined
recipe presets available which include appetizers, drinks and main dishes. However, you can edit
these entries, as well as add as many as you want. On top of that, you can import and export data,
use a complex search function (e.g. filter by difficulty, preparation time), print the selected recipes,
and edit menus. From the 'Options' screen, you can make the app save the window position on exit,
adjust the font size and change the interface language, just to name a few. The program requires a
moderate amount of CPU and system memory, is pretty responsive to commands and includes a
help file. No error dialogs have been displayed throughout our evaluation
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System Requirements For Portable Cookbook:

Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon HD 2600 DirectX: Version
11 Hard Drive Space: 10 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card Internet
Connection: Broadband Internet Connection Additional Notes: In order to save game progress, it
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